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The Habit of Progress 

 For the human species, each generation is the renewal of opportunities---

opportunities missed, wasted, or misused are suddenly open to humans once again. Raw 

natural selection drastically shapes population, but only over large spans of time. By 

contrast, seizing the opportunity to improve the human condition each and every 

generation has allowed noticeable change within a handful of lifetimes. This makes the 

process of training new generations as potent in determining the state of humanity and a 

nation’s power as selective pressures are in the natural world. Strong nations must not 

only toil ceaselessly towards teaching and preparation of their young, but also guard 

jealously against the spoiling of their youths. 

 But how should children be raised and educated in order to attain their positive 

potential? What should the previous generation bestow on them? Knowledge is valuable, 

but also time sensitive; raw knowledge is constantly being updated and corrected with new 

discoveries and theories. There must be something more timeless, more unceasingly useful. 

Ideas can revolutionize a period, but just as easily be disproven or become too radical. 

Carefully-constructed systems--- whether political, economic, social, military, or legal---run 

society tirelessly and smoothly, but must be constantly maintained and replaced. Material 

goods degrade even faster, becoming obsolete faster than generations are replaced. By only 

bequeathing physical wealth, systems, and ideas, a nation will undermine its own future 

virility. The most valuable gift, abstract or concrete, is that which helps create all of the 

things listed above--- those age-worn human values, wisdom and virtue; conversely, the 

worst scourge to society is the false illusion of these values. 



 For nations, having wise and virtuous people is infinitely more valuable than having 

stores of physical resources or brute strength because of wise and virtuous populace will 

create resources themselves. Wisdom is the great survival adaptation, allowing prosperity 

for all who hold it, despite circumstances---wise youths are able to understand, utilize, and 

create knowledge, spin their own ideas, and forge their own complex systems. It must be 

clearly understood that wisdom is not only the understanding of knowledge, but also the 

ability to gather the most relevant facts and apply them efficiently. The corrupt illusion of 

wisdom springs from having some of these pieces but not the entire skill; thus, a nation’s 

armies will be squandered---its wealth will be depleted---not for want of knowledge, but 

for a lack of wise decisions. Take General Braddock, the titled, educated leader---he 

suffered a huge defeat at the hands of guerilla forces. The cause of his oversight was vainly 

using European war practices against a strange force in a foreign land, while disregarding 

warnings from locals. Braddock had military knowledge and was prudent enough to gain 

his position; however, he was not wise enough to use the two together and succeed.1 A 

more modern example highlights how this idea of wisdom relates to a more familiar United 

States. The spectacular collapse of various large American corporations has been splashed 

across the media; their path to doom shows incredible complacency and carelessness.2 

When the market and consumer pool evolves, complacent companies stand still, idly 

watching their future tumble in a new, startling direction---and doing nothing. Here 

wisdom is absolutely necessary; it is the variable that allows people to adapt to any change 

and emerge proudly. Merely holding knowledge and power is not enough; wisdom is 

necessary in using knowledge to adapt and gain the upper hand. 



 Meanwhile, virtue is valued rather for its value in keeping society running smoothly. 

Aristotle is believed that “it is a characteristics of man that he alone has any sense of good 

and evil, or just and unjust, and the like, and the association of living beings who have this 

sense makes family and state.”3 This is why virtue is necessary for the preservation of 

values in society---dystopian societies of fantasy are built upon the destruction of virtue. 

Aristotle essentially describes virtue as that which separates humans from beasts, this 

sense of morality. Living beings can only truly be human if they have virtue; only humans 

can form true societies and governments. What corrodes the machinery of society from the 

inside? A lack of virtue---of compassion, of generosity, of cooperation---makes a state 

inefficient by pitting its people against their fellows. Virtue leads to altruism, which though 

not entirely natural in animal populations, is integral to the growth of functional society.4 

Without wisdom and virtue, a nation’s success relies on chance alone---they stabilize 

nations in times of change. 
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